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Abstract6
The dependence of thorium scavenging by particles on particle composition is examined at7
selected stations of the U.S. GEOTRACES North Atlantic Section (GA03). Scavenging is here8
described by the apparent, first-order rate constant of Th adsorption onto particles (k1), as es-9
timated from an inversion of Th radioisotope and radioactive parent data. Our k1 estimates are10
regressed against particle phase data using two different models. Model I considers biogenic11
particles (POC+PIC+bSi), lithogenic particles, Mn (oxyhydr)oxides, and Fe (oxyhydr)oxides12
as regressors, and k1 as the regressand. Model II considers ln(POC+PIC+bSi), ln(lithogenic13
particles), ln(Mn (oxyhydr)oxides), and ln(Fe (oxyhydr)oxides) as regressors, and ln(k1) as14
the regressand, where ln() denotes the natural logarithm. Thus, models I and II posit that the15
effects of particle phases on k1 are, respectively, additive and multiplicative. These models are16
applied to three groups of stations: (i) all selected stations, (ii) stations west of the Mauritanian17
upwelling region (“western stations”), and (iii) stations within that region (“eastern stations”).18
We find that model II appears to better describe the effect of particle composition on k1 than19
model I. Particle composition explains a larger fraction of the variance of k1 for the eastern20
stations (R2 = 0.60 for model I and 0.67 for model II) than for the western stations (R2 = 0.2621
for model I and 0.39 for model II). When considering all stations, the variance of k1 explained22
by particle composition is intermediate (R2 = 0.50 for model I and 0.51 for model II). Ac-23
cording to model II, the variance of k1 explained by particle composition is predominantly due24
to biogenic particles at the eastern stations and to Mn (oxyhydr)oxides at the western stations.25
Additionally, we find that particle composition does not explain a significantly different pro-26
portion of variance of k1 than particle concentration. It is thus concluded that, at our selected27
stations, (i) biogenic particles and Mn (oxyhydr)oxides more strongly influence Th scavenging28
than any other phases considered, and (ii) particle composition and particle concentration have29
comparable effects on this process.30
1 Introduction31
The high particle reactivity of radioactive thorium isotopes in seawater has resulted in their32
widespread use in evaluating processes affecting marine particles. Examples include the use33
of 234Th to estimate the export of particulate matter from the surface ocean (Bhat et al., 1969;34
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Coale and Bruland, 1987; Buesseler et al., 1992, 2006), and the applications of 230Th to paleo-35
oceanography, including for estimating past changes in sediment redistribution (Franc¸ois et al.,36
2004). However, the use of thorium isotopes to investigate these processes depends partly on our37
understanding of how the metal attaches to particles. In seawater, thorium exists in the +IV ox-38
idation state (Choppin and Wong, 1998) and has a strong binding affinity to oxygen containing39
compounds (Santschi et al., 2006). Thus, one may expect the affinity of thorium for particles to40
depend on their chemical composition and surface charge.41
Previous studies have examined the dependence of Th scavenging on particle composition.42
Balistrieri et al. (1981) found that stability constants for the adsorption of thorium onto particles43
in the deep subtropical North Atlantic were closer in magnitude to those for the adsorption of Th44
onto organic compounds than to those for metal oxides. Using sediment trap data from a variety45
of regions including the Equatorial Pacific, the Southern Ocean, and the North Atlantic, Chase46
et al. (2002) explored the relationship between the partition coefficient for 230Th,KD, and particle47
composition (in their study,KD was defined asAp⇤/Ad, whereAp⇤ is the 230Th activity per gram of48
particles in the sediment trap, and Ad is the 230Th activity per gram of seawater 1000 m above the49
trap). They found that KD is positively correlated with CaCO3 weight fraction (% CaCO3) (r2 =50
0.66), weakly and positively correlated % lithogenic material (r2 = 0.15), negatively correlated51
with % biogenic silica (r2 = 0.59), and not significantly correlated with % particulate organic52
matter. Using the data of Chase et al. (2002) from the North Atlantic, Equatorial Pacific, and53
Southern Ocean, together with data from the Arabian Sea, Scholten et al. (2005) reported that54
KD exhibits significant positive correlation with % CaCO3 (r2 = 0.37), % particulate organic55
carbon (r2 = 0.11), and % lithogenic material (r2 = 0.34), and a significant negative correlation56
with % biogenic silica (r2 = 0.40). However, each of these correlations were only significant57
when including data from the Southern Ocean; upon removing this dataset, only a weak, negative58
relationship between KD and % biogenic silica was apparent (r2 = 0.08) (Scholten et al., 2005).59
Further restricting the analysis to datasets from the North Atlantic, including the Middle Atlantic60
Bight (Biscaye et al., 1988), the Sargasso Sea (Anderson et al., 1983), and stations near the Canary61
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Islands (Scholten et al., 2001), KD shows a significant, but weak, negative relationship with %62
CaCO3 (r2 = 0.05), positive relationship with % lithogenic material (r2 = 0.11), and no significant63
relationship with % particulate organic carbon and % biogenic silica (Figure S1; KD and particle64
composition data from Chase et al. (2002)).65
Roy-Barman et al. (2005) found that the relationship between the fraction of thorium present66
in particles and the particle composition varies between Th isotopes. From 230,234Th data collected67
by sediment traps deployed in the Northeast Atlantic, they found particulate 230Th (in units of68
dpm/gram of particles) to show the strongest (positive) correlation with lithogenic material and69
particulate Mn, whereas particulate 234Th (dpm/gram of particles) showed the strongest (positive)70
correlation with particulate organic carbon. They also found biogenic opal to have little or no71
correlation with either particulate 230Th or 234Th. From sediment traps deployed from 2000 to72
2003 as part of the Oceanic Flux Program off Bermuda (at 500, 1500, and 3200 m), Roberts73
et al. (2009) reported only a significant positive relationship betweenKD and % total carbohydrate74
content of particles. However, from data collected from the same program between 2005 and 2007,75
Chuang et al. (2013) found the strongest positive relationship betweenKD and % CaCO3, although76
they speculated that such a relationship was caused by the coating of this mineral phase by various77
biopolymers.78
The recent radionuclide and particle concentration dataset obtained along the U.S. GEOTRACES79
North Atlantic transect (GA03) provides a unique opportunity to study the dependence of Th scav-80
enging on particle composition in oceanic waters. Lam et al. (2015) have reported measurements81
of small (0.8-51µm) and large (  51 µm) bulk particle concentrations as well as particle phase82
concentrations, including particulate organic carbon (POC), particulate inorganic carbon (PIC),83
biogenic opal (bSi), lithogenic material, and manganese and iron (oxyhydr)oxides, obtained along84
GA03. Hayes et al. (2015a) have used the 230Th (Hayes et al., 2015b) and particle (Lam et al.,85
2015) data from GA03 to determine how particle composition affects the partitioning of Th be-86
tween particulate and dissolved phases. They estimated the distribution coefficient for 230Th from87
KD = Ap/(AdP ), where Ap is the 230Th activity in the particulate phase (dpm/m3), Ad is the88
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230Th activity in the dissolved phase (dpm/m3), and P is bulk particle concentration (µg/kg). They89
found thatKD is largest for Mn and Fe (oxyhydr)oxides (116.8 g/g and 32.8 g/g, respectively), and90
smallest for particulate organic matter (0.3 g/g). They could not derive significant values of KD91
for opal, consistent with a similar result obtained for trap particles (Roy-Barman et al., 2005).92
Importantly, most of pre-existing studies focused on the effects of particle composition on the93
partitioning of thorium between the dissolved and particulate phases, rather than on the kinetics of94
sorption reactions. Below the euphotic zone, thorium is generally thought to undergo a reversible95
exchange with slowly sinking particles (Nozaki et al., 1981; Bacon and Anderson, 1982). In this96
model, thorium cycling is governed by three parameters: the rate constant of Th adsorption onto97
particles (k1), the rate constant of Th desorption from particles (k 1), and the particle sinking speed98
(w). A more complete treatment includes in addition the rate constant of Th release from particles99
during particle degradation (  1; Clegg et al. (1991a)). The quantities k1, k 1, and   1 should be100
viewed as apparent, first-order rate constants given the various assumptions in the model, such as101
the consideration of only one particle class. Under a set of assumptions, including steady state,102
three of these rate parameters are related to KD by the expression KD = k1/((k 1 +   1)P )103
(Honeyman et al., 1988; Lerner et al., 2017). Thus, the processes of thorium adsorption, thorium104
desorption, and particle degradation may each influence the observed partitioning of the metal105
between the dissolved and particulate forms.106
Several studies have investigated the effects of particle concentration on estimates of k1 in107
oceanic waters. Bacon and Anderson (1982) found a linear relationship between k1 and P from108
samples taken from the Guatemala and Panama Basins. Honeyman et al. (1988) proposed that k1109
could be related to particle concentration as k1 = k1,cP b, where k1,c and b are positive constants. If110
b < 1, thenKD would decrease with increasing particle concentration (assuming invariant k 1 and111
  1), the so-called “particle concentration effect” (Honeyman and Santschi, 1989). In this case,112
the thorium activity in filterable particles would be controlled by colloidal coagulation. In contrast,113
if b = 1, the influence of colloids on Th partitioning between the solution and filterable particles114
would be absent (Honeyman et al., 1988). Numerous model studies have relied on this relationship115
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between k1 and P , generally assuming b = 1 (Clegg and Sarmiento, 1989; Clegg et al., 1991b;116
Clegg and Whitfield, 1993; Burd et al., 2000). In recent work, Lerner et al. (2017) estimated117
the vertical distribution of k1 at selected stations of GA03 from an inversion of Th radioisotope,118
Th radioactive parent, and bulk particle concentration data. They found that k1 appears to be119
proportional to P b with b   1, suggesting that colloidal coagulation due to Brownian pumping120
(Honeyman et al., 1988) does not noticeably affect on Th removal at these stations. On the other121
hand, to our knowledge, no previous studies have considered the relationship between k1 and122
particle composition in oceanic waters.123
The objective of this paper is to examine the influence of particle composition on the rate con-124
stant of Th adsorption (k1) onto particles obtained along the GA03 transect in the North Atlantic.125
We consider two distinct regression models to describe this influence: in a first model, the effects126
of different particle types on k1 are additive, whereas in a second model they are multiplicative.127
We examine the influence of particle composition on k1 for three groups of stations: (i) stations128
both west and east of the Mauritanian upwelling region, (ii) stations west of the Mauritanian up-129
welling region, and (iii) stations within the Mauritanian upwelling region. The effect of particle130
composition on k1 is contrasted with that of particle concentration in order to determine whether it131
is the chemical nature of the particles or the number of surface sites available for adsorption which132
dominates the specific rate at which Th is removed from solution. Our study therefore comple-133
ments previous works on the effect of particle composition on thorium scavenging by identifying134
the particle phases that appear to govern the kinetics of Th adsorption onto particles.135
This paper is organized as follows. The particle and radiochemical data considered in this136
study are summarized, and the estimates of k1 obtained by data inversion are presented in section137
2. Results from the regression analyses are contained within section 3. In section 4, we determine138
the relative importance of different particulate phases to the explained variance in k1, attempt to139
interpret our results kinetically, clarify the paleoceanographic implications of our study, discuss140
the influence of observational errors, and contrast the effects of particle composition and particle141
concentration on our k1 estimates. Conclusions follow in section 5.142
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2 Methods143
2.1 Particle and Radiochemical Data144
We use data collected aboard the R/V Knorr along the GA03 transect in October 2010 (leg145
GT10) and November-December 2011 (leg GT11; red stars in Figure 1). The first leg (GT10)146
of the transect went from Lisbon to Cape Verde, while the second leg (GT11) ran from Woods147
Hole to Cape Verde. We consider only the eleven stations highlighted in red (Fig. 1). At these148
stations (referred to below as the “selected” stations), the impact of lateral and vertical transport149
on thorium isotope and particle budgets appear to be small compared to the impact of sorption150
reactions and particle processes (Lerner et al., 2017). In addition, we rely only on data collected at151
depths located outside nepheloid layers, where processes not considered in this study presumably152
take place. Station GT11-16 near the TAG hydrothermal vent is also excluded from the present153
analysis because of the very high concentrations of Fe (oxyhydr)oxides measured at that station154
(Lam et al., 2015).155
Particle phase concentrations considered in this work are the sum of the “small” and “large”156
size classes. Particles in the small (1-51 µm) and large (>51 µm) size fractions were sampled using157
a WTS-LV McLane pump modified to include dual flow paths and equipped with 142-mm “mini-158
MULVFS” filter holders (Bishop et al., 2012). One filter holder was loaded with a 51-µm Sefar159
polyester mesh prefilter followed by paired Whatman QMA quartz fiber filters (1-µm nominal pore160
size). The other filter was loaded with another 51-µm polyester prefilter followed by paired 0.8-µm161
Pall Supor800 polyethersulfone filters. Further details about the method of particle collection can162
be found in Lam et al. (2015).163
The bulk chemical composition of the collected particles was determined as follows (notice164
that particle composition data used in this study are all in units of mg per m3 of seawater). For165
PIC, subsamples were taken from the QMA filters for analysis in the small size fraction, while166
subsamples were taken from the polyester prefilters for analysis in the large size fraction. PIC was167
measured using coulometry or salt-corrected [Ca]. Total particulate carbon in the small (large)168
size fraction was analyzed from subsamples taken from QMA filters (polyesther prefilters) and169
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was measured using a Dynamic Flash Combustion technique. POC was taken as the difference170
between total particulate carbon and particulate inorganic carbon.171
Biogenic silica in the small and large size fractions were measured from subsamples taken172
from the Supor and polyester prefilters, respectively. Silica (in mol/m3) was determined using173
spectrophotometric detection of a blue silico-molybdate complex, and converted to units of mg/m3174
assuming a molar mass of biogenic silica of 67.2 g/mol. The concentrations of lithogenic particles175
were estimated by measuring the concentration of particulate Al and assuming an Al/lithogenic176
mass ratio of 0.0804. Whereas Al/lithogenic mass ratios vary only slightly with particle source,177
by about 8% for upper and lower continental crust (Taylor and McLennan, 1995), dissolved Al178
is susceptible to scavenging, which could lead to overestimates of lithogenic material. However,179
overestimation of lithogenic particle concentration based on Al scavenging is mostly a concern for180
coastal samples Lam et al. (2015). Since we restrict our study to open-ocean stations, we estimate181
lithogenic mass based on the Al/lithogenic mass ratio. Total particulate Al (and Ti, Mn, and Fe, all182
in units of nM) were measured by complete digestion of the supor filters and polyester prefilters,183
followed by ICP-MS analysis.184
Iron and manganese (oxyhydr)oxides were calculated by subtracting total particulate Mn and185
Fe from their respective lithogenic components. The lithogenic components were estimated using186
Fe/Ti and Mn/Ti mass ratios measured on aerosols collected along GA03 between Cape Verde187
and Mauritania (Fe/Ti=8.7 and Mn/Ti=0.13; Shelley et al. (2015)), and by multiplying these ratios188
by the concentration of Ti (assumed to be purely lithogenic) measured on oceanic particles. The189
difference between total particulate Mn and its lithogenic component was multiplied by the molar190
mass for birnessite (MnO2=96.9 ng/nmol) to obtain the mass of Mn (oxyhydr)oxides per unit water191
volume. Likewise, the difference between total particulate Fe and its lithogenic component was192
multiplied by the molar mass for iron hydroxide (Fe(OH)3=106.9 ng/nmol) to obtain the mass of193
Fe (oxyhydr)oxides per unit water volume. Hereafter, the Mn and Fe particulate concentrations194
obtained from these ratios are referred to as “Fe and Mn (oxyhydr)oxides”.195
The Th isotope data used in this study consist of measurements of 228Th (Charette et al., 2014),196
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230Th (Hayes et al., 2015b,a), and 234Th (Owens et al., 2015) in both the dissolved (< 1 µm) and197
total particulate phase (> 1 µm). We also use measurements of 228Ra activity (radioactive parent198
of 228Th; 228Ra data from Charette et al. (2015)) as well as estimates of 234U (parent of 230Th) and199
238U (parent of 234Th) derived from salinity data and a fixed 234U/238U activity ratio for seawater.200
Details about the methods of sample collection and analysis and about the estimation of 234,238U201
activities can be found in Lerner et al. (2017) and in references therein.202
2.2 Principal Component Analysis203
In this section, we explore whether the variability in the particulate phase data at our selected204
stations of GA03 can be summarized by only a few spatial patterns using principal component205
analysis (PCA). In broadest terms, PCA aims to find a few principal components (PCs), or linear206
combinations of the original variables, that explain a large proportion of the total variance in the207
dataset being considered (Rencher, 1998). This goal can be reached if the original variables are208
highly correlated, which is the case for our particle phase data (Fig. 2). Particularly, we find209
strong positive correlations between POC and PIC (r = 0.74), and between POC and bSi (r =210
0.70), which suggest that the variability in the particle composition data along GA03 could be211
approximated by a few PCs.212
A PCA is conducted on the following particle phase data gathered at our selected stations: POC,213
PIC, bSi, lithogenic material, Mn (oxyhydr)oxides, and Fe (oxyhydr)oxides. Since the data occur214
at different geographic locations and depths, the PCs extracted from these data represent different215
spatial patterns along the section. PCs are extracted from both the covariance matrix and the216
correlation matrix of the data in order to document the effect of variable variance among different217
particulate phases (e.g., POC is typically present in seawater at much higher concentrations than218
Mn (oxyhydr)oxides). In both cases, the coefficients in a given PC are taken as measures of the219
importance of the different particulate phases for the corresponding pattern.220
We find that the first two principal components explain 98% of the total variance in the par-221
ticulate phase dataset if the PCs are extracted from the covariance matrix; if extracted from the222
correlation matrix, then the first two PCs explain over 69% of the total variance (Table 1). PC1,223
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the first PC, is largely dominated by POC when the PCs are extracted from the covariance matrix;224
if extracted from the correlation matrix, the coefficients for POC, PIC, and bSi are all much closer225
in magnitude, though the coefficient for POC is still the largest (Fig. 3). Compared to PC1, PC2226
represents a clear contrast between particles of different composition. PC2 extracted from both227
matrices is dominated by lithogenic material. If extracted from the correlation matrix, then bSi,228
Mn, and Fe (oxyhydr)oxides have coefficients closer in magnitude to that for lithogenic particles.229
Table 1: Percentages of total variance explained by principal components
PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6
covariance 57.3% 41.2% 1.2% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0%
correlation 42.7% 26.7% 15.8% 7.8% 4.8% 2.2%
Figure 4 shows the distribution along the GA03 section of the first two leading principal compo-230
nents. Interestingly, PC1 from both the covariance matrix and correlation matrix show systematic231
vertical variations at a given station, which likely reflects the effects of particle recycling along the232
water column. In addition, the values of PC1 at the four easternmost stations (GT11-24, GT10-233
12, GT10-11, GT10-10) are in general noticeably different than those at the remaining stations.234
The salinity distribution along GA03 portrays pronounced upward bowing of isohalines near the235
crossover station GT11- 24/GT10-12 (Jenkins et al., 2015), suggesting that these four stations are236
under the influence of the Mauritanian upwelling. In contrast to PC1, PC2 does not exhibit clear237
systematic variations with depth. On the other hand, both PC1 and PC2 tend to show a gradient238
between the four easternmost stations and the remaining stations along GA03.239
In summary, the particle composition data collected along GA03 can be summarized by two240
principal components presenting systematic geographic and (or) vertical patterns along the section241
(Fig. 4). Although a precise interpretation of these patterns appears difficult, they seem to reflect242
the influences of particle recycling and of the Mauritanian upwelling or, more generally, of the243
proximity to the western African coast.244
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2.3 Estimates of Th Adsorption Rate Constant245
We estimate the vertical distribution of k1 (below ~100 m) at each of the selected stations of246
GA03 by fitting a Th cycling model to radionuclide measurements (Fig. 1). The model as well as247
the inverse method used to fit the model to the data are briefly described here: details about the248
method can be found in Lerner et al. (2017). For convenience, subscripts p and d denote thorium249
activities in the particulate and dissolved phases, respectively.250
We use a single-particle class model for thorium cycling that includes balance equations for251
228,230,234Thd and bulk 228,230,234Thp, i.e., 228,230,234Th in both the small and large size particulate252
fractions. The thorium balance equations account for radioactive production, radioactive decay, Th253
adsorption onto particles, Th release from particles due to desorption and particle degradation, and254
particle sinking:255
T (Ad) =  A⇡ + (k 1 +   1)Ap   (k1 +  )Ad, (1a)
T (Ap) + w
@Ap
@z
= k1Ad   (  1 + k 1 +  )Ap. (1b)
Here, Ad (Ap) represents the thorium isotope activity in the dissolved (particulate) phase (in units256
of dpm m 3), A⇡ is the activity of the radioactive parent (dpm m 3),   is the radioactive decay257
constant (yr 1), k1, k 1, and   1 are the apparent rate constants for Th adsorption, Th desorption,258
and particle degradation, respectively (yr 1), w is the particle settling speed (m yr 1), and z is259
depth (m). In accordance with previous models (e.g., Nozaki et al. (1981); Bacon and Anderson260
(1982)), we assume first-order kinetics for thorium adsorption, thorium desorption, and particle261
degradation. The lithogenic components of 228,234Th are taken as negligible, while particulate262
230Th data are corrected for a contribution from a lithogenic source (for details, see Lerner et al.263
(2017)). Finally, the term T (·) in each equation represents the effects of unsteadiness, advection,264
and diffusion, i.e.,265
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T (Ad) ⌘ @Ad
@t
+ u ·rAd  r · (krAd), (2)
where t is time, u the vector velocity, and k a diffusion tensor. In this study, we assume T (·) = 0.266
Evidence for negligible effects of advection, diffusion, and, to some extent, unsteadiness at the267
stations analyzed here is provided in Lerner et al. (2017).268
Equations (1a-1b) with T (·) = 0 are fit to the radiochemical data (228,230,234Thd, 228,230,234Thp,269
228Ra, and 234,238U) below about 100 m at each selected station (see Table 1 of Lerner et al.270
(2017)) by adjusting the rate parameters (k1, k 1,   1, and w) and the data themselves, given271
the uncertainties in the prior estimates of the rate parameters and in the data (more specifically,272
finite-difference analogs of equations (1a-b) with T (·) = 0 are fit to vertically interpolated data273
obtained from a minimum variance estimation procedure). The adjustments in the rate parameters274
and in the data can be different at different depths, such that a vertical profile of k1, for example,275
is inferred at each station. Prior estimates of k1, k 1,   1 and w are obtained from observational276
estimates of these parameters in distinct oceanic environments (see Table 2 of Lerner et al. (2017)).277
Note that, in contrast to Lerner et al. (2017), the present estimates of the rate parameters (e.g., k1)278
are derived with no consideration of data of total particle concentration, calculated as the sum of279
the particle phase data (Lam et al., 2015), to ensure that the k1 estimates are independent of these280
data. We show in Appendix A that both sets of k1 estimates are very strongly correlated. The errors281
in the rate parameters and in the data derived by inversion are also estimated (Lerner et al., 2017).282
The estimates of k1 obtained by the inversion performed in this study are presented in Figure 5.283
It is seen that k1 is generally larger in the upper 1000 m of the water column than below, and that k1284
values in the Mauritanian upwelling region (stations GT11-24, GT10-12, GT10-11, and GT10-10)285
exceed those to the west of this region. These vertical and lateral variations in k1 are consistent286
with those found by Lerner et al. (2017) and generally exceed the errors in the k1 estimates (not287
shown).288
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3 Results289
3.1 Dependence of k1 on Particle Composition: Additive Model290
In this section, we use multiple linear regression to determine the dependence of k1 upon par-291
ticle composition. Before proceeding with the regression analysis, two questions regarding the292
particle composition data arise. A first question is whether to normalize the particle composition293
data to bulk particle concentration. Previous studies on the relationship between KD and parti-294
cle composition have related KD to one particulate phase, or a linear combination of particulate295
phases, normalized to the total particle concentration (e.g., Chase et al. (2002); Li (2005); Hayes296
et al. (2015a)). Consideration of particle phase data normalized to total particle concentration297
(P ) appears to have been motivated by the presence of P in the defining expression for KD, i.e.,298
KD = Ap/(AdP ). However, since our estimates of k1 do not consider P data (section 2.2), there299
is no clear reason to normalize the particle phases by bulk particle concentration in this study.300
Hence, we explore the dependence of k1 on particle phase concentrations expressed in units of301
mass of particles of a certain type divided by water volume (mg m 3).302
A second question is whether each particle phase should be treated as an individual regressor.303
As shown in Figure 2a, there is strong correlation among the biogenic phases. If strongly correlated304
variables are used as regressors in multiple regression, a situation called multicollinearity, then the305
individual estimates of the regression coefficients can be unstable (i.e., overly sensitive to the data306
values) and suffer from excessive variance (Rencher, 1998;Keith, 2014). Multicollinearity can thus307
lead to difficulties in the interpretation of regression coefficients. To reduce the influence of multi-308
collinearity from the regression of k1 against the particle phases, we lower the number of regressors309
to four. These include (i) the sum of the biogenic phases (POC+PIC+bSi, hereafter referred to as310
biogenic particles or “bio” for brevity), (ii) lithogenic material (“litho”), (iii) Mn (oxyhydr)oxides311
(“Mn”), and (iv) Fe (oxyhydr)oxides (“Fe”). As shown in Figure 2b, the correlation coefficients312
for this group of regressors do not exceed 0.5. Therefore, we proceed with a model of k1 as a linear313
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combination biogenic particles, lithogenic material, and Mn and Fe (oxyhydr)oxides:314
k1 = a0 + a1[bio] + a2[litho] + a3[Mn] + a4[Fe] + ✏, (3)
where ai (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) are regression coefficients and ✏ is an error term representing the315
error in k1 and the unmodeled variability. The regression model (3), referred to below as model316
I, posits that the effects of the particle phases on k1 are additive. We regress k1 against particle317
composition using ordinary least squares (OLS), which does not consider the error (co)variances318
for k1 and the regressors ([bio], [litho], [Mn], and [Fe]). In section 4.3, we document the effect of319
these errors on the regression.320
The estimates of the regression coefficients (a1, a2, a3, a4) and their standard errors are listed321
in Table 2 (first row; see also Table S1), and the best fit is shown in Figure 6a.322
Table 2: Regression coefficients ± 1 standard error (yr 1 m3 mg 1) for model I
bio litho Mn Fe
all stations (n=63) 0.52±0.08 (< 0.01)a 0.05±0.10 (0.65) -44.62±49.11 (0.36) 14.56±18.01 (0.42)
western stations (n=35) 0.14±0.07 (0.06) 0.03±0.10 (0.76) 21.24±34.92 (0.54) -1.24±11.82 (0.92)
eastern stations (n=28) 0.58±0.15 (< 0.01) -0.31±0.29 (0.29) -3.31±107.94 (0.98) 10.38±36.21 (0.77)
a. Values in parentheses are p-values.
We find that the multiple correlation R is 0.71, with p < 0.01, i.e., up to 0.712 = 50% of the323
variance in k1 can be explained by particle composition (n = 63). Moreover, only the regression324
coefficients for biogenic particles is significant at the 0.05 level.325
While a strong relationship between k1 and particle composition is observed (R = 0.71 with326
p < 0.01), this relationship may not hold across all our selected stations. Stations in the Mauri-327
tanian upwelling region (GT11-24, GT10-12, GT10-11, and GT10-10) show large concentrations328
of lithogenic material, POC, and bSi compared to those at the other stations of GA03 (Lam et al.,329
2015). Our PCA of the particle data reveals a compositional contrast between stations west and330
east of GT11-24 (section 2.2). To test whether different regions sampled along GA03 are charac-331
terized by different relationships between k1 and particle composition, we perform two multiple332
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linear regressions: one for stations west of GT11-24 (Fig. 1), and another for stations east of, and333
including, station GT11-24. For simplicity, these two groups of stations are referred below to as334
“western” and “eastern” stations, respectively.335
3.1.1 Western and Eastern Stations336
For the western stations, the multiple correlation between k1 and the particle phase data (Fig.337
6b) amounts to R = 0.51, with p = 0.05 (n = 35). The regression coefficient for the biogenic338
particles is the most significant among the different particulate phases, although none of the coef-339
ficients for this regression are significant at the 0.05 level (Table 2).340
For the eastern stations, the multiple correlation between k1 and particle phase data (Fig. 6c)341
reaches a value of R = 0.77, with p < 0.01 (n = 28). Here, the regression coefficient for the342
biogenic phases is significant at the 0.05 level and the remaining regression coefficients are not343
significant at this level (Table 2). Overall, these results indicate that the strength of the correlation344
between the Th adsorption rate constant and particle composition varies along the GA03 section,345
i.e., the correlation is relatively weak for the western stations and stronger for the eastern stations.346
3.1.2 Critique of Model I347
Two issues emerge with the application of the additive model (model I) to describe the de-348
pendence of k1 on particle composition at our selected stations of GA03. First, the presence of349
negative regression coefficients for some of the particle types (Table 2) is troubling: one would not350
expect the specific rate of adsorption of a metal onto particles to decrease with increasing particle351
concentration, regardless of particle phase. Indeed, adding particles of any type should increase352
the number of surface sites for thorium to attach to, and thus increase k1. On the other hand, this353
reasoning does not consider the correlations between particle phases (Fig. 2b), i.e., a negative re-354
lationship between k1 and a particle type (e.g., Mn (oxyhydr)oxides) may not be causal but rather355
reflect the simultaneous removal of another particle type (e.g., biogenic particles) characterized356
by a positive regression coefficient. Moreover, none of the negative regression coefficients differ357
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significantly from 0 yr 1 m3 mg 1 (Table 2). Nevertheless, the inference of negative coefficients358
is intriguing, for it implies that k1 can, at least in principle, be negative for some combinations of359
the particle phase concentrations.360
Another issue with the application of the additive model is the appearance of variable variance361
(heteroscedasticity) in some of the plots of k1 derived by inversion against k1 derived by regression362
(Fig. 6a-c). Using a Breusch-Pagan test, we find evidence for significant heteroscedasticity for363
each group of stations (p < 0.05; Madansky, 1988; p.81). When heteroscedasticity is present, the364
standard errors of the regression coefficients may be unreliable (Greene, 2012; p.299).365
3.2 Dependence of k1 on Particle Composition: Multiplicative Model366
A possible remedy to the two foregoing issues is to assume the following relationship between367
k1 and the particle phases:368
ln(k1) = b0 + b1ln[bio] + b2ln[litho] + b3ln[Mn] + b4ln[Fe] + ✏, (4)
where bi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) are another set of regression coefficients and ✏ accounts for the error369
in ln(k1) and for unmodeled variability. Using logarithms for the regressand and the regressors370
both prevents the inference of negative regressand estimates and reduces variations in variance.371
Taking the exponential of each side of equation (4) yields372
k1 / [bio]b1 [litho]b2 [Mn]b3 [Fe]b4✏. (5)
That is, the effects of the particle phases on k1 are now considered as multiplicative with a373
multiplicative error. Hereafter, the regression model (4) is referred to as model II.374
The estimates of the regression coefficients (b1, b2, b3, b4) and their standard errors for all sta-375
tions are listed in Table 3 (first row; see also Table S2), and the best fit is shown in Figure 6d.376
We find that, for the multiplicative model, the multiple correlation for all stations is R = 0.71,377
with p < 0.01 (n = 63). The regression coefficient for biogenic particles is significant at the 0.05378
level, while the remaining regression coefficients are not significant at this level. These results are379
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Table 3: Regression coefficients ± 1 standard error for model II
bio litho Mn Fe
all stations (n=63) 1.03±0.20 (< 0.01)a 0.35±0.20 (0.08) 0.13±0.31 (0.68) 0.01±0.03 (0.61)
western stations (n=35) 0.32±0.27 (0.22) -0.17±0.31 (0.58) 0.92±0.42 (0.03) 0.03±0.03 (0.35)
eastern stations (n=28) 1.45±0.29 (< 0.01) -0.46±0.47 (0.32) -0.20±0.41 (0.62) -0.01±0.04 (0.86)
a. Values in parentheses are p-values.
similar to those obtained from model I (section 3.1).380
3.2.1 Western and Eastern Stations381
For the western stations, the multiple correlation between k1 and the particle phase data (Fig.382
6e) amounts to R = 0.62, with p < 0.01 (n = 35). Notably, only the regression coefficient for Mn383
(oxyhydr)oxides is significant at the 0.05 level.384
For the eastern stations, the multiple correlation between k1 and the particle phase data (Fig.385
6f) reaches a value of R = 0.82, with p < 0.01 (n = 28). In contrast to the western stations, only386
the regression coefficient for biogenic particles is significant at the 0.05 level. Thus, as for model I,387
model II shows that the correlation between Th adsorption rate constant and particle composition388
is stronger for the eastern stations than for the western stations. On the other hand, in contrast to389
model I, model II shows that Mn (oxyhydr)oxides are the only significant regressor for the western390
stations, whereas in both models the biogenic particles are the only significant regressor for the391
eastern stations.392
3.2.2 Resolution of Model I Issues393
As for model I, some of the regression coefficients for model II are negative, although none of394
them are significantly so (Table 3). However, unlike for model I, negative regression coefficients395
for the multiplicative model do not imply that k1 can be negative, since a regression based on loga-396
rithms ensures that regressand estimates remain positive definite for any combination of regressor397
values. Moreover, heteroscedasticity is less apparent (compare Figs. 6a-6c with Figs. 6d-6f) and398
not significant (p > 0.05) when the relationship between k1 and the particle phases is described399
using a multiplicative model. Hence, the regression and correlation statistics seem more robust for400
model II than for model I.401
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4 Discussion402
Our results show that a multiplicative model appears to provide a better description than an403
additive model of the effects of particle phases on the apparent rate constant of Th adsorption onto404
particles along GA03. They also show that biogenic particles are a significant regressor in this405
model, except for the western stations where Mn-rich particles are the only significant regressor.406
In fact, the fits of the multiplicative model to the particle data are significantly different for both407
the eastern and western stations according to an F test (p = 0.03; Seber and Lee, 1992; p.100).408
4.1 Relative Importance of Different Particulate Phases409
In this section, we attempt to elucidate the relative contribution of different particle phases to410
the variability in our k1 estimates along GA03. The difficulty in this task lies in the remaining cor-411
relation between the particle types used as regressors (Fig. 2b), preventing a confident assignment412
of the phases that exert a dominant influence on k1. To address this issue, we conduct a relative413
importance analysis, a technique which can provide estimates of the contribution of correlated414
regressors to the explained variance of a regressand.415
In his review on techniques used to evaluate the relative importance of regressors, Gro¨mping416
(2007, p. 140) noted that there is a “lack of an accepted mainstream methodology for the important417
task of relative importance investigations.” Given an apparent lack of consensus, we apply two418
methods for evaluating the relative importance of the particle phases. One method, referred to as419
averaging over orderings (AOO) (Kruskal, 1987), averages partial correlation coefficients obtained420
from every possible ordering of the regressors. The other method, termed dominance analysis (DA)421
(Azen and Budescu, 2003), averages the contribution to the squared multiple correlation R2 by a422
regressor over models encapsulating every possible subset of regressors. Both of these analyses423
are explained briefly in Appendix B.424
Figure 7 shows values of relative importance (RI) from both analyses for each particle phase425
and for each group of stations. Notably, the ranking of the particle phases is the same for the426
two methods. It is also the same for models I and II, with the exception that, at the western427
stations, Mn (oxyhydr)oxides have the highest RI value for model II but the second highest value428
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for model I. However, since model I appears questionable (section 3.2.2), we focus our discussion429
on the relative importance values for model II.430
For all stations and stations in the Mauritanian upwelling region, biogenic particles are the431
most important regressor (RI = 0.41 for AOO and RI = 0.36 for DA). In contrast, for the western432
stations, the most important regressor is Mn (oxyhydr)oxides, with RI = 0.24 for AOO and RI =433
0.22 for DA, i.e., about double theRI value for biogenic particles according to both methods. Thus,434
the results from relative importance analysis suggest that the biogenic particles (POC, PIC, and435
bSi) dominate Th scavenging in the Mauritanian upwelling region, whereas Mn (oxyhydr)oxides436
dominate Th scavenging west of this region along GA03.437
An interesting observation is that the groups of stations where biogenic particles dominate438
the explained variance in k1 are also those displaying the largest R2 values. Indeed, as shown in439
section 3, the variance of k1 explained by particle composition is higher for the eastern stations440
(R2 = 0.67) and for all selected stations (R2 = 0.51) than for the western stations (R2 = 0.39).441
Moreover, the concentrations of two of the three types of biogenic particles, POC and bSi, increase442
eastward in the upper 500 m towards the Mauritanian upwelling region (Lam et al., 2015). This443
finding suggests that the influence of the biogenic phases on the specific rate of Th adsorption onto444
particles is relatively large in waters where these types of particles are abundant.445
To our knowledge, no previous studies exist on the effect of particle composition on the ad-446
sorption rate constant of Th onto marine particles (k1). In the absence of such studies, we compare447
our results to previous investigations on the distribution coefficient, KD, derived for different par-448
ticle phases, with the understanding that k1 and KD are different concepts. Our results appear449
qualitatively consistent with the positive relationship between KD and %CaCO3 found by Chase450
et al. (2002), though these authors also found thatKD decreases with increasing % opal. Li (2005),451
using the composition of bulk particles in sediment traps deployed in the Middle Atlantic Bight,452
the Southern Ocean, and the Equatorial Pacific, showed that KD was generally larger for organic453
carbon than for lithogenic material. The values of KD for each particle phase, however, varied454
across oceanic regions: KD was larger for lithogenic material than for organic matter in the South-455
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ern Ocean and Equatorial Pacific, whereas the opposite result was observed in the Middle Atlantic456
Bight (Li, 2005). Quigley et al. (2002) found that partition coefficients for Th were larger for col-457
loidal organic matter than for Mn and Fe (oxyhydr)oxides. They also found, from measurements of458
Th on colloids collected from the Gulf of Mexico and Galveston Bay, that the partition coefficient459
for colloids generally increases with the weight fraction of carbohydrate present in the colloidal460
fraction.461
Using data from the GA03 section, Hayes et al. (2015a) estimated distribution coefficients for462
230Th and regressed these estimates against fractional contributions of particle composition (POC,463
bSi, lithogenic material, Fe, and Mn, all expressed in % particulate mass fraction). They found464
that KD values for Mn and Fe(oxyhydr)oxides exceed those for the other particle types by one to465
two orders of magnitude. Among the remaining particle phases, they found that KD for CaCO3466
was largest. Here, we find (for model II) that the biogenic phases (POC+PIC+bSi) are the most467
important regressors for k1 at all stations and eastern stations, while Mn-rich particles are the most468
important at western stations (Fig. 7). We also find that the lithogenic material is not important469
compared to the biogenic phases (Fig. 7), whereas Hayes et al. (2015a) found lithogenic material470
to have KD values of a similar magnitude to CaCO3.471
The comparison of our results with those of Hayes et al. (2015a) is difficult for several reasons,472
three of which are listed below. First, whereas KD values for Th are generally higher for (oxy-473
hydr)oxides than for the biogenic phases present in oceanic waters (Anderson et al., 1992; Guo474
et al., 2002; Geibert and Usbeck, 2004; Lin et al., 2014; Hayes et al., 2015a), our analysis ex-475
cludes marginal, near-bottom, and hydrothermal plume regions where Mn and Fe (oxyhydr)oxides476
significantly contribute to total particle concentration (Lam et al., 2015). For example, the largest477
k1 estimate reported by Lerner et al. (2017) (see their Figure 12), near the TAG hydrothermal vent478
at station GT11-16 (excluded from this analysis), coincides with the largest concentrations of Fe479
(oxyhydr)oxides (Lam et al., 2015). Thus, it is likely that the relatively low importance of the480
(oxyhydr)oxide phases for Th scavenging, inferred here for all stations and the eastern stations,481
stems from the exclusion of samples presenting high concentrations of these phases.482
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Second, if several assumptions are made in the Th isotope budget, including steady state, then483
the relationship between k1 andKD involves the rate constants for Th desorption (k 1) and particle484
degradation (  1), i.e., KD = k1/((k 1 +   1)P ). Lerner et al. (2017) showed that, among the485
selected stations along GA03, k 1 and   1 vary geographically, and generally increase with bulk486
particle concentration. Thus, even restricting the analyses of k1 and KD values to the same set of487
stations would not necessarily lead to the same ordering of regression coefficients.488
Finally, whereasHayes et al. (2015a) derivedKD values for each of the particle phases reported489
by Lam et al. (2015), we regressed k1 against the sum of the biogenic phases, lithogenic material,490
and Mn and Fe (oxyhydr)oxides (model I), or we regressed ln(k1) against the natural logarithms of491
these phases (model II). As a result the sensitivity of k1 to the particle phases as estimated in this492
study cannot easily be compared to the variation of KD among the six particle phases (POC, PIC,493
bSi, lithogenic material, and Mn and Fe (oxyhydr)oxides) as reported by Hayes et al. (2015a).494
4.2 Kinetic Consistency of Additive and Multiplicative Models495
In this section, we discuss the ability of the additive and multiplicative models for k1 to realis-496
tically describe the kinetics of Th sorption onto marine particles. Consider first model I, where the497
effects of different particle phases on k1 are assumed to be additive. This model can be rationalized498
by considering a set of sorption reactions for Th onto different particle phases, each consisting of499
one elementary step:500
S(1)X + Th  !S(1)Th+X
... (6)
S(n)X + Th  !S(n)Th+X
Here, S(1), . . . , S(n) represent particle surfaces for n different particle phases, and X repre-501
sents any chemical species that exchanges with thorium (e.g., H+, Mg2+, or Na+). For simplicity,502
we have ignored the electrical charges on thorium and X . The rate of disappearance of Th from503
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solution in the ith reaction of the set (6) is:504
✓
d[Th]
dt
◆
i
=  k1,i[S(i)X][Th], (7)
where k1,i is a second-order rate constant. Summing the rates of thorium disappearance from505
solution for all sorption reactions in (6) yields:506
d[Th]
dt
=  (k1,1[S(1)X] + . . .+ k1,n[S(n)X])[Th]. (8)
From this equation, a pseudo, first-order rate constant can be defined:507
k1 = k1,1[S(1)X] + . . .+ k1,n[S(n)X], (9)
which is formally analogous to the additive regression model (equation (3)). Thus, the additive508
model for k1 can be kinetically grounded by considering a set of simultaneous sorption reactions,509
with the important and obvious caveat that these reactions do not consider any potential interaction510
among the particle phases.511
Consider now model II, where the effects of different particle phases on k1 are assumed to be512
multiplicative. Here we envision a situation in which thorium and n different particle phases are513
interacting simultaneously (Stumm and Morgan, 1996, p. 65):514
v1S(1)X + . . .+vnS(n)X + Th   ! (10)
w1S(1)Th + . . .+wnS(n)Th +
wn+1 [S(1) + S(2) ]Th + . . .+wn+m [S(1) + S(2) + . . . S(n)]Th + (v1 + . . . vn)X.
In this reaction, (v1,. . . ,vn) and (w1,. . . ,wn+m) are stoichiometric coefficients, and m is the515
number of possible combinations of particle surfaces. Assuming for the moment that the chemical516
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equation (10) is an elementary step, the rate of disappearance of thorium from solution is:517
d[Th]
dt
=  {k1,c[S(1)X]v1 . . . [S(n)X]vn}[Th], (11)
where k1,c is a high-order rate constant. The factor between curly brackets can be used to define518
another pseudo first-order rate constant k1,519
k1 = k1,c[S(1)X]
v1 . . . [S(n)X]vn . (12)
This alternative expression of k1 is formally analogous to the multiplicative model (equation520
5).521
Thus, like the additive model, the multiplicative model for k1 could also be justified kinetically522
at first glance. However, the assumption that the chemical equation (10) is an elementary step may523
be severely questioned, as the probability of a simultaneous encounter of four different types of524
particles and a thorium cation is extremely low. For example, Stumm and Morgan (1996) noted that525
even an elementary reaction involving three species is infrequent in solution. Thus, although both526
the additive model and the multiplicative model could on first consideration be justified kinetically,527
each of these models is questionable - the first because it neglects interactions between different528
particulate phases and the second because it implies the simultaneous collision of large number of529
reactants in solution.530
In summary, the additive and multiplicative models of Th adsorption onto particles seem to531
represent two limiting cases. Whereas model I neglects particle interactions, model II posits the532
simultaneous interaction of all particle phases with thorium in solution. A hybrid model that ex-533
presses k1 as a sum of terms, with some of the terms proportional to a product of concentrations534
of different particle phases, might provide a more credible description of the kinetics of Th at-535
tachment to particles. However, identifying and testing the appropriateness of such a model is536
beyond the scope of this study. It should also be stressed that multiple phenomena could lead to537
formulations of models for k1 that are fundamentally different than those considered here. Such538
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phenomena include, for example, the coagulation of colloidal phases (Morel and Gschwend, 1987;539
Honeyman and Santschi, 1989), changes in the chemical composition of POM, and the coating of540
particles by organic material541
4.3 Reduced Models542
Although a multiplicative model can be challenged, it should be noted that equation (5) includes543
the possibility that several exponents vanish; should only one or two exponents be significantly544
different from zero, then model II would provide a more plausible description of Th sorption545
onto particles. Table 3 shows that, when considering results derived for all stations or the eastern546
stations, only the exponents for the biogenic phases are significantly different from zero. For both547
groups of stations, then, we may approximate equation (5) as:548
k1 = k1,c[bio]
b1 . (13)
For all stations and the eastern stations, we estimate that b1   1 (Table 3). Thus equation (13)549
is similar to the dependence of k1 on bulk particle concentration (P ) found by Lerner et al. (2017),550
k1 / P b with b   1. A nonlinear relationship between biogenic particle concentration and surface551
site concentration may explain an exponent b1 6= 1. The chemical quality of particulate organic552
matter (POM) may also play a role. If labile POM is assumed to more efficiently adsorb thorium553
than semi-labile or refractory POM, then changes in POM lability with depth, as has been reported554
in multiple studies (Wakeham et al., 1997; Hedges et al., 2000; Lutz et al., 2002; Sheridan et al.,555
2002; Collins et al., 2015), could conceivably also result in a nonlinear relationship between k1556
and the concentration of biogenic particles. For example, organic molecules with carboxylic acid557
funtional groups, in particular acid polysaccharides, have a strong affinity for thorium (Quigley558
et al., 2001, 2002; Santschi et al., 2003; Quiroz et al., 2006; Santschi et al., 2006). Sheridan et al.559
(2002) reported that the weight fractions of amino acids and fatty acids, which can include car-560
boxylic acid functional groups, in suspended particles decrease with depth along the mesopelagic561
zone (~200-1000 m) in the Equatorial Pacific.562
Although the nature of POC along GA03 has not been characterized, a change in the compo-563
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sition of POC may also explain differences in the sensitivity of k1 to the biogenic particles at the564
eastern vs. western stations (Table 3). POC at stations from the Mauritanian upwelling region may565
comprise a larger fraction of fresh and labile material with different surface functional groups than566
POC at the western stations. If POC at the western stations was characterized by fewer reactive567
functional groups than POC at the eastern stations, then the biogenic particle phases would become568
relatively less important for Th adsorption at the western stations.569
At the western stations under model II, we find that the regression coefficient for Mn (oxy-570
hydr)oxides is the only one that is significant at the 0.05 level (Table 3). Thus, for this group of571
stations, we may approximate equation (5) as:572
k1 = k1,c[Mn]
b3 . (14)
For the western stations, we estimate that b3 = 0.92 ± 0.42, which is close to and not sig-573
nificantly different from 1 (Table 3). The shift in the dominant phase influencing k1 from bio-574
genic particles at the eastern stations to Mn (oxyhydr)oxides at the western stations coincides with575
an increase in the average contribution of Mn (oxyhydr)oxides to total particulate material from576
= 0.06± 0.01% at the eastern stations to = 0.12± 0.02% at the western stations, where averages577
and standard errors are calculated from the particle phase data used in this study (below ~100 m;578
Lam et al. (2015)). Thus, k1 appears more sensitive to Mn (oxyhydr)oxides when the fraction of579
this particle phase, relative to bulk particles, is increased. Below, we speculate on two potential580
reasons for the increased importance of Mn (oxyhydr)oxides at the western stations: the effect of581
surface area of the particles and the effect of surface charge of the particles.582
Thorium may preferentially scavenge onto particles with a high surface area to mass ratio. Mn583
(oxyhydr)oxides have specific surface areas (SSAs) ranging from tens to hundreds of m2/g (Toner584
et al., 2005), whereas the SSAs of biogenic particles appear to vary widely with particle type.585
Laboratory studies have shown that SSAs of biogenic carbonate particles are low, ranging between586
1-10 m2/g (Keir, 1990) while SSAs of biogenic silica vary between 10-250 m2/g (Dixit et al., 2001).587
It is unclear what the relevant range of SSAs for POC is in our study area. Thus particles with high588
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Mn (oxyhydr)oxides and biogenic silica content would be expected to have more available surface589
area than particles with high carbonate content. Notice that, similarly to Mn (oxyhydr)oxides,590
Fe (oxyhydr)oxides can have SSAs up to hundreds of m2/g (Borggaard (1983); Hiemstra and591
Van Riemsdijk (2009)). Yet, this particle phase does not appear to significantly influence k1 at592
the western or eastern stations (Table 3). One reason for the low influence of Fe (oxyhydr)oxides593
at both groups of stations may be this phase’s lower contribution to total particle concentration594
at both the western (0.07 ± 0.00%) and eastern (0.02 ± 0.00 %) stations (averages and standard595
errors calculated from data below ~100 m; Lam et al. (2015)). Speculatively, then, the increased596
importance of Mn (oxyhydr)oxides at the western stations might be due to a combination of its597
high specific surface area and its greater contribution to bulk particle concentrations, so that the598
encounter rate between Th-bearing molecules or ions in solution and Mn-rich particles site would599
be higher at these stations.600
Mn (oxyhydr)oxides may also increase in importance at the western stations because of the601
electrical charge present at the surfaces of Mn-enriched particles. For example, while both Mn and602
Fe (oxyhydr)oxides have large SSAs, their surface charge at seawater pH differs. Potentiometric603
titrations performed at a variety of ionic strengths have shown that synthetic ferrihydrite (Fe oxy-604
droxide) has near neutral surface charge whereas synthetic birnessite (MnO2) is negatively charged605
(Peacock and Sherman, 2007;Moon and Peacock, 2013). Thorium, which exists in the +IV oxida-606
tion state in seawater (Choppin and Wong, 1998; Santschi et al., 2006), may have a stronger affinity607
towards negatively charged Mn (oxyhydr)oxides than neutrally charged Fe (oxyhydr)oxides.608
Note that the increase in the fraction of Mn (oxyhydr)oxides from the eastern to western sta-609
tions also coincides with a change in the composition of biogenic particles between these stations.610
The contribution of biogenic silica to bulk particle concentration amounts to 5.0±0.4% at the east-611
ern stations and 2.5±0.3% at the western stations (averages and standard errors calculated from612
phase data below 100 m; Lam et al. (2015)). In contrast, the contribution of carbonate to bulk613
particle concentration does not change significantly from the eastern stations (3.3±0.4%) to the614
western stations (3.9±0.9%). In addition to the larger SSAs of biogenic silica compared to those615
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of biogenic carbonate particles, laboratory studies have shown that, at seawater pH, carbonate par-616
ticles are positively charged (Morse, 1986), but biogenic silica and organic matter are negatively617
charged (Niehof and Loeb, 1972; Hunter and Liss, 1979; Davis, 1982; Dixit et al., 2001). Assum-618
ing k1 increases with either SSA or negative charge of particles, the effect on k1 of non-biogenic619
particles relative to that of biogenic particles would thus be stronger at the western vs. the eastern620
stations, consistent with our results (Table 3). Thus, our study suggests the hypothesis that k1 in621
the North Atlantic is at least partly controlled by particle phases with negatively charged surfaces:622
biogenic particles at the eastern stations and Mn (oxyhydr)oxides at the western stations.623
4.4 Paleoceanographic Implications624
In this section, the potential implications of our results for the interpretation of 230Th measure-625
ments on bulk sediment samples are briefly discussed. Such measurements have found different626
applications in paleoceanography. For example, they are used to correct accumulation rates of627
constituents for the effects of sediment redistribution on the seafloor by bottom currents (for a re-628
view see, e.g., Franc¸ois et al. (2004)). In this approach, the accumulation rates are normalized to629
the flux of 230Th scavenged from seawater, F , which is assumed to be equal to the rate of 230Th630
radioactive production in the overlying water column,631
F =  A⇡Z. (15)
Here,   is the 230Th radioactive decay constant, A⇡ is the 234U activity, and Z is the local water632
depth. Expression (15) can be derived by summing equations (1-2) with T(·) =0, which yields an633
equation for total 230Th activity,634
w
dAp
dz
=  A⇡. (16)
Integration of equation (16) from the surface (z = 0) to the bottom (z = Z) and with the635
boundary condition Ap = 0 dpm m 3 at z = 0 leads to (15), since F = wAp(Z). Naturally,636
the reversible exchange terms in (1a) and (1b) cancel out in the derivation of the equation for637
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total 230Th (16). As a result, at least under the assumptions under which (15) holds, the 230Th638
normalization approach appears to be immune to variations in k1 such as caused by variations in639
particle concentration and particle composition.640
Such a conclusion, however, would not hold if any of the assumptions used to derived (15)641
are violated. For example, if the residence time of thorium with respect to scavenging (average642
residence time ~20 yrs, Henderson and Anderson (2003)) is close to or greater than the time scale643
for Th advection, then the assumption that T (·) = 0 would not hold, and the vertical flux of644
230Thp may be sensitive to variations in k1. This can be seen by including horizontal advection in645
equations (1a) and (1b), and by assuming the other terms in T (Ad) and T (Ap) are negligible:646
u
@Ad
@x
=  A⇡ + k
⇤
 1Ap   k1Ad, (17a)
u
@Ap
@x
+ w
@Ap
@z
= k1Ad   k⇤ 1Ap, (17b)
where u is the velocity component along the horizontal coordinate x, and k⇤ 1 = k 1+ 1. Note647
that radioactive decay rates have been omitted in (17a-17b), since they are very small compared648
to adsorption and desorption rates for the long-lived 230Th. Multiplying (17a) by k1, applying649
the operator u
@
@x
+ k1 to (17b), and summing the two resulting equations, yields the following650
equation for Ap:651
u2
@2Ap
@x2
+ uw
@2Ap
@x@z
+ u(k1 + k
⇤
 1)
@Ap
@x
+ wk1
@Ap
@z
= k1 A⇡. (18)
Equation (18) is a second order linear partial differential equation with three terms that depend652
on the horizontal velocity u. If these terms are ignored, we recover equation (16), which does653
not include k1. However, if these terms are retained, then k1 would not cancel out from (18), i.e.,654
adsorption onto particles would influence the distribution of 230Thp and hence the vertical settling655
flux of particulate 230Th reaching the sediment.656
Paired measurements of 230Th and 231Pa on bulk sediment samples have been used to draw657
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inferences about past changes in biological productivity (Kumar et al., 1993) and ocean circulation658
(Yu et al., 1996). The interpretation of sediment 231Pa/230Th data in terms of ocean circulation659
is complicated by the uncertainties in the analysis of these data (Burke et al., 2011) and by the660
spatial variability in scavenging intensity (Hayes et al., 2015b). Since the present paper addresses661
the effects of particle composition on Th scavenging only, it appears inappropriate to comment662
on implications for the interpretation of sediment 231Pa/230Th records. Nevertheless, by providing663
evidence that the specific rate at which Th attaches to particles varies along GA03, apparently in664
relation to particle concentration and particle composition, our study suggests that such variations665
may play a role in the distribution of sedimentary indicators based on 230Th.666
4.5 Importance of Errors667
Our previous results are based on a regression technique (OLS) that does not consider the error668
(co)variances in the particle data and k1 estimates. However, these errors may significantly influ-669
ence estimates of the regression coefficients. To document this influence, we use the Algorithm of670
Total Inversion (ATI). Whereas OLS is a standard procedure, the ATI is less commonly used and671
is described in detail in Appendix B. The regression coefficients estimated by ATI are reported in672
Tables 4 and 5, and the best fits are shown in Figure 8.673
Table 4: Regression coefficients ± 1 standard deviation (yr 1 m3 mg 1) for model I
(ATI)
bio litho Mn Fe
all stations (n=63) 0.35±0.07 0.25 ±0.11 -38.5±20.8 103.5±14.4
western stations (n=35) 0.19±0.07 0.17 ±0.16 -27.4±20.1 73.64±14.67
eastern stations (n=28) 0.58±0.24 0.30 ±0.58 -182.4±144.2 176.5±62.7
Table 5: Regression coefficients ± 1 standard deviation for model II (ATI)
bio litho Mn Fe
all stations (n=63) 1.81±0.18 0.16 ±0.20 -2.03±0.53 0.46±0.09
western stations (n=35) 1.27±0.20 -0.37 ±0.20 -0.40±0.38 0.26±0.06
eastern station (n=28) 1.69±0.34 -1.09 ±0.46 1.03±0.54 -0.22±0.06
For the biogenic phases, the coefficients obtained by the ATI differ from 0 by more than 2674
standard deviations in all cases. This result is consistent with the finding from OLS that across675
all regression models (I and II ) and groups of stations (all stations, western stations, and eastern676
stations), k1 has a positive relationship with biogenic particles which is generally significant at the677
0.05 level. The sole exception to this result arises when OLS is used to fit model II at the western678
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stations, for which the biogenic phase regression coefficient is not significant (p = 0.32). For the679
other particle types, the choice of regression technique significantly changes the estimated regres-680
sion coefficients (compare Tables 2-3 with Tables 4-5). The coefficient for Fe (oxyhydr)oxides at681
all stations provides an extreme example, amounting to 14.56±18.01 yr 1 m3 mg 1 for OLS and682
to 103.5±14.4 yr 1 m3 mg 1 for the ATI (all stations, model I).683
Notice that there is no a priori reason to prefer one regression method over another, since684
each has advantages and disadvantages. Ordinary least squares, while not considering the error685
(co)variances of the data and k1 estimates, finds the best, unbiased linear fit to the data. In contrast686
to OLS, the ATI accounts for estimated errors in k1 and the particle data. However, it can produce687
solutions which are (i) questionable if the regression problem is strongly nonlinear (i.e., if the errors688
in the regressors are substantial), (ii) biased, and (iii) very sensitive to prior statistics assumed for689
the regression coefficients (Appendix C).690
4.6 Particle Concentration vs. Particle Composition691
In this section, we test whether particle concentration and particle composition explain signif-692
icantly different fractions of the variance in our k1 estimates at the selected GA03 stations. We693
first perform this analysis for model II. Figure 9 shows the k1 estimates derived in this paper vs.694
bulk particle concentration. A log-log scale is used to be consistent with model II. The Pearson695
correlation coefficient between ln(k1) and ln(P ) amounts to r = 0.71 for all stations, 0.54 for sta-696
tions west of GT11-24, and 0.77 for stations east of and including GT11-24. In comparison, the697
multiple correlation between ln(k1) and a linear combination of the logarithms of particle phases698
for these groups of stations amounts to R = 0.71, 0.62, and 0.82, respectively (section 3.1). To699
compare both sets of correlations, we conduct an F test for the equality of the variance in ln(k1)700
explained by ln(P ) and by a linear combination of the logarithms of particle phases. The p values701
are 0.95 for all selected stations, 0.23 for stations west of GT11-24, and 0.82 for stations east of702
and including GT11-24. A similar analysis for model I yields p values of 0.09 for all selected703
stations, 0.63 for stations west of GT11-24, and 0.15 for stations east of and including GT11-24.704
Thus, for each group of stations and for each model, particle composition explains a proportion of705
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variance in k1 or lnk1 that is statistically indistinguishable at the 0.05 level from that explained by706
particle concentration.707
However, the particle composition analysis brings additional insight into the mechanisms by708
which thorium adsorbs onto particles. For example, the better performance of the multiplicative709
compared to the additive model highlights the importance of interactions between particle phases.710
Moreover, the regression against particle composition illustrates the regional variability in the ef-711
fectiveness of different particle phases at adsorbing thorium. For example, the importance of Mn712
(oxyhydr)oxides at the oligotrophic western stations, but not in the more productive, Mauritanian713
upwelling regions, suggests a difference in the interactions and/or chemical quality of particles714
between these two regions.715
5 Conclusion716
In this paper, we document the influence of particle composition on estimates of the rate con-717
stant of thorium adsorption onto particles (k1) at selected stations of the U.S. GEOTRACES North718
Atlantic section. Multiple linear regression analysis is applied to determine the sensitivity of k1719
to various particle phases (biogenic particles, lithogenic particles, Mn and Fe (oxyhydr)oxides).720
Two models for the dependence of k1 on particle composition are considered: model I assumes721
that the effects of the different particle phases on k1 are additive, whereas model II assumes that722
these effects are multiplicative. We apply these regression models to three groups of stations: (i)723
all selected stations, (ii) stations west of the Mauritanian upwelling, and (iii) stations within the724
Mauritanian upwelling.725
We find that the variations in k1 explained by the particle phase data depends on the group of726
stations considered and the model applied: R2 = 0.60 (0.67) for model I (II) applied to the eastern727
stations, and R2 = 0.26 (0.39) for model I (II) applied to the western stations. The estimates of728
the regression coefficients and their standard errors are sensitive to the consideration of errors in729
the particle data and k1 estimates. Nonetheless, the regression coefficient estimate for biogenic730
particles is generally significant at the 0.05 level for both models I and II. A relative importance731
analysis reveals that the biogenic particles dominate the variability in k1 explained by particle732
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composition in the Mauritanian upwelling region, but that Mn (oxyhydr)oxides account for most of733
the explained variability in k1 west of this region. We also find that the correlation between k1 and734
particle composition is not significantly different from that between k1 and particle concentration735
at the 0.05 level.736
Our results thus suggest that the apparent rate constant k1 may largely be driven by one particle737
type: biogenic phases for the stations in the Mauritanian upwelling region and Mn(oxyhydr)oxides738
for the stations east of this region. While this finding may appear to be at variance withHayes et al.739
(2015a) and earlier studies on the relationship betweenKD and particle composition, it is important740
to emphasize thatKD and k1 are different concepts. On the one hand,KD is an empirical measure741
of the proportion of the metal bound to particles, given the concentrations of the metal in solution742
and the concentration of particles. On the other hand, k1 represents an apparent first order rate743
constant for the adsorption of the metal onto particles. The expressionKD = k1/((k 1 +   1)P ),744
valid only under a set of assumptions (Honeyman et al., 1988; Lerner et al., 2017), shows thatKD745
would carry information about the relative intensity of metal attachment to, and detachment from,746
particles, whereas k1 would carry information about the rate of only one of these processes. In this747
perspective, KD and k1 would play the same role as equilibrium and rate constants in the study748
of chemical reactions and provide complementary information about the scavenging of particle-749
reactive metals in oceanic waters.750
Finally the analysis presented here may grant us some insight into the nature of thorium adsorp-751
tion onto particles in the North Atlantic. The importance of biogenic particles at the eastern stations752
may stem from the preferential adsorption of Th onto particulate matter with large amounts of car-753
boxyl functional groups, while the importance of Mn (oxyhydr)oxides at the western stations may754
reflect preferential adsorption on Mn-rich particles with high specific surface area and/or negative755
surface charges. Whether similar results hold for other metals in the ocean, and their implications756
for the interpretation of thorium isotope measurements in the seawater and the sediments, remain757
to be investigated.758
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6 Appendix A769
In this study, we derive estimates of k1 from the fit of a thorium cycling model (eqs. 1a-1b) to770
radionuclide data. The fit is achieved using a nonlinear programming technique using parameter771
values reported in Table A.1 of Lerner et al. (2017). We refer the reader to this previous work for772
details. In contrast to the present study, Lerner et al. (2017) obtained estimates of k1 by fitting a773
model considering both thorium and particle dynamics to radionuclide and particle concentration774
data. In order to check for consistency between the two sets of estimates of k1, we regress k1 values775
obtained in this study against those obtained in Lerner et al. (2017) (Figure A1). We find that the776
slope of the OLS fit amounts to 1.25 ± 0.09. Thus, the k1 estimates derived in this paper are in777
general slightly larger than those derived by Lerner et al. (2017), but the two sets of estimates are778
highly correlated (R2 = 0.99).779
7 Appendix B780
In this section, we briefly review the relative importance techniques of Kruskal (1987) and Azen781
and Budescu (2003); further details on these techniques can be found in these two papers.782
7.1 Averaging Over Orderings (AOO)783
To evaluate the importance of different regressors, Kruskal (1987) addressed the scenario in784
which there is no “natural ordering” of importance of the regressors. In this case, he suggested to785
take an average over all orderings. Using partial correlation coefficients as measures of importance,786
the method of AOO averages these coefficients obtained from every possible permutation of the787
regressors. When calculating the partial correlation between a regressor and regressand, the order788
of regressors determines whether the correlation takes into account the variance in the regressand789
explained by the other regressors. As an example, consider a case with only two particulate phases,790
P1 and P2. In that case, lnk1 is modeled as a linear combination of these two regressors:791
ln(k1) = a0 + a1ln(P1) + a2ln(P2) + ✏. (19)
To estimate the relative importance of lnP1, one averages the partial correlation coefficients792
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between lnP1 and lnk1 over every possible order of P1 and P2. In this case, the regressors have793
only two possible orders: P1, P2 and P2, P1. For the first ordering, P1, P2, the partial correlation794
coefficient between lnk1 and ln P1 is simply the Pearson correlation coefficient between lnk1 and795
lnP1, Rk1,P1 . For the second ordering, P2, P1, the partial correlation coefficient must take the796
variance in lnk1 explained by lnP2 into account:797
Rk1,P1·P2 = (Rk1,P1  Rk1,P2RP1,P2)/
q
(1 R2k1,P2)(1 R2P1,P2). (20)
Here, Rk1,P2 is the Pearson correlation coefficient between lnk1 and lnP2, and Rk1,P2 is the798
Pearson correlation coefficient between lnP1 and lnP2. The relative importance of P1 is then taken799
as the average of the two squared partial correlation coefficients,800
RI = 0.5(R2k1,P1 +R
2
k1,P1·P2). (21)
7.2 Dominance Analysis801
Dominance analysis accounts for the correlation between regressors by averaging the contribu-802
tion to R2 by a regressor over models encapsulating every possible subset of regressors (Azen and803
Budescu, 2003). As an example, consider again the case with only two particulate phases:804
ln(k1) = a0 + a1ln(P1) + a2ln(P2) + ✏. (22)
To estimate the relative importance of lnP1, take the average additional contribution of lnP1805
to the explained variance over two models: (1) a null model with no contributions from lnP1 and806
lnP2, and (2) a model considering lnk1 as a linear function of lnP2. Respectively:807
ln(k1) = a0 + ✏, (23a)
ln(k1) = a0 + a2ln(P2) + ✏. (23b)
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Denote R2null and R2P2 as the squared correlation coefficients for models (23a) and (23b), re-808
spectively. Adding lnP1 to each model results in the following extended models,809
ln(k1) = a0 + a1ln(P1) + ✏, (24a)
ln(k1) = a0 + a1ln(P1) + a2ln(P2) + ✏. (24b)
Denote R2P1 and R2full as the squared correlation coefficients for models (24a) and (24b), re-810
spectively. The relative importance is then defined as the average contribution of P1 to the ex-811
plained variance, i.e.,812
RIP1 = 0.5((R
2
full  R2P2) + (R2P1  R2null)). (25)
A similar expression is used for RIP2. Thus, dominance analysis breaks down the squared813
correlation of a multiple linear regression into contributions from the different regressors.814
8 Appendix C815
We account for the error (co)variances of the particle composition data and k1 estimates using816
the Algorithm of Total Inversion (ATI; Tarantola and Valette, 1982). The ATI proceeds as follows.817
In equations (3) and (4) (section 3.2), the regression coefficients as well as the particle phase data818
are treated as unknowns. We construct a prior estimate of a vector x of unknowns, which is x0.819
The elements of x0 contain (i) prior estimates of the regression coefficients, and (ii) the particle820
measurements (bio, litho,Mn, Fe). We also construct a vector equation f(x) = 0which contains821
the regression equations (3) or (4). We then minimize the objective function822
J(x) = (x  x0)0C 10 (x  x0) + f(x)0C 1f f(x). (A.1)
Here C0 and Cf are covariance matrices for the errors in x0 and in the model equations (eq. 3823
or 4), respectively, and the primes are vector transposes. The error covariance matrixC0 is taken as824
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diagonal. Its diagonal elements are the squared errors in the particle measurements (or the squared825
errors of the natural logarithm of these elements) and in the prior estimates of the regression co-826
efficients. The matrix Cf is based on the error (co)variances of k1 derived by inversion (section827
2.3). Thus we seek an estimate of x that is consistent with (i) its prior estimates, x0, given the828
error variances inC0, and (ii) the regression model (eq. 3 or 4), given the error covariances inCf .829
The prior estimates of the regression coefficients in equation (3) or (4) are taken from Hon-830
eyman et al. (1988). These authors fit a power law, k1 = k1,cP b, to field data spanning a wide831
range of particle concentrations from O(10 mg m 3) to O(109 mg m 3). The prior estimates for832
the regression coefficients (a1, . . . , a4) for model I are set to the value of k1,c = 0.024 yr 1 m3833
mg 1 found by Honeyman et al. (1988), and the prior estimate for a0 under model I is set to 0 yr 1.834
For model II, the prior estimates of the regression coefficients (b1, . . . , b4) are set to the value of835
b = 0.58 found by Honeyman et al. (1988), and the prior estimate for b0 under model II is set to836
ln(k1,c)=ln(0.024 yr 1 (m3 mg 1)0.58). Since these prior estimates are poorly constrained, being837
based on a single study that considers the effect of particle concentration (not composition) on k1,838
we set the prior estimates of their errors to be large, i.e., the prior estimates of the errors in the839
regression coefficients are three orders of magnitude greater than their absolute value (for a0 under840
model I, the error is set to 1000 yr 1). With this choice, we find that the regression coefficient841
estimates are very poorly sensitive to the prior values, a desirable result.842
The ATI solution at iteration ki+1 is:843
xˆk+1 = x0 +C0F
0
k(FkC0F
0
k)
 1(Fk(xˆk   x0)  f(xˆk)), (A.2)
where F is a matrix whose elements are the partial derivatives of equations (3) or (4) with844
respect to the elements of x, i.e., the element in the ith row and jth column of Fk is @fi/@xj . The845
solution error covariance matrix is estimated from846
Ck+1 = C0  C0F 0k(FkC0F 0k) 1FkC0. (A.3)
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The matrix inversions in (A.2-A.3) are performed using LU decomposition.848
We use two measures of goodness of fit. One is the fraction of the regression equations in849
f(x) = 0 that are satisfied to within ± 2 k1 , where  k1 is the estimated error in k1 obtained by850
inversion. The other is the number of particle phase measurements that are fit to within 2 standard851
deviations by the model. We count a particle phase measurement as fit by the model I or II if the852
corresponding normalized residual is less than 2 in absolute magnitude. A normalized residual is853
defined as (xˆi  x0,i)/ 0,i, where index i refers to a particular sample and  0,i is the corresponding854
error (Lam et al., 2015). We find that, when the error (co)variance in the particle data and k1855
estimates are considered, between 96 and 100% of the particle phase data are fit to within two856
standard deviations in the data, and that between 97 and 100% of the regression equations are857
satisfied to within two standard deviations in the k1 or ln(k1) estimates, where the ranges reflect858
the different models and different groups of stations. Thus, the regression coefficients obtained859
from ATI appear generally consistent with both the particle data and the k1 or ln(k1) estimates860
given their respective error estimates.861
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Figure 1: Stations occupied by the R/V Knorr during the GEOTRACES North
Atlantic section (GA03). The grey dots show the stations occupied during the first
leg (October 2010) and the black dots show the stations occupied during the second
leg (November-December 2011). The open circle is both station GT10-12 of the first
leg and station GT11-24 of the second leg. The data analyzed in this paper occur at
stations marked by red asterisks. The solid lines show the coastline (black) and the
3000-m isobath (grey).
Figure 2: Pearson correlation coe cients between pairs of particle phases at se-
lected stations of GA03. (a) Correlations between POC, PIC, bSi, lithogenic mate-
rial, Mn (oxyhydr)oxides, and Fe (oxyhydr)oxides. (b) Correlations between the sum
of biogenic particles (POC+PIC+bSi), lithogenic material, Mn (oxyhydr)oxides, and
Fe(oxyhydr)oxides.
Figure 3: Principal component coe cients for each particle phase, with the percentage
of total particle variance captured put into parentheses. The left panel corresponds to
PC1, and the right panel corresponds to PC2. In each panel, the black (grey) bars
show results obtained from the covariance (correlation) matrix.
Figure 4: Section plots of the principal components. Left (right) panels show the PCs
calculated from the covariance (correlation) matrix. Note that the third and fourth
stations from the right of each panel (GT10-12 and GT11-24, respectively) are actually
at the same geographic location (17 230 N, 24 300 W).
Figure 5: Estimates of the adsorption rate constant, k1 (yr 1), at selected stations
of the US GEOTRACES North Atlantic section. The third and fourth stations from
the right of each panel (GT10-12 and GT11-24, respectively) are actually at the same
geographic location (17 230 N, 24 300 W). The largest value inferred for k1 (21 yr 1
at 3200 m at station GT11-16) is not shown so that individual values of k1 are more
easily distinguished.
Figure 6: Regressions performed using OLS. Panels (a), (b), and (c) correspond to the
regression for all stations, stations west of GT11-24, and stations east of and including
GT11-24, respectively. Panels (d-f) correspond, respectively, to the same groups of
stations and panels (a-c), but for the regression of ln(k1) vs the natural logarithm of
the particle composition data. The solid line is the best fit, and the error bars are ± 1
standard deviation
Figure 7: Relative Importance (RI) of particle phases for model I (upper panels)
and model II (lower panels). Panels (a,d), (b,e), and (c,f) correspond to all stations,
western stations, and eastern stations, respectively. The black and grey bars are the
RI values obtained by respectively, dominance analysis and averaging over orders.
Figure 8: Panels a, b, and c show k1 obtained from inversion of radiochemical data vs.
k1 obtained from regression against particle composition data using the ATI. Panels
d, e, and f are similar to panels a, b, and c, except show ln(k1) rather than k1. Panels
(a,d), (b,e), and (c,f) correspond to the regression for all stations, stations west of
GT11-24, and stations east of and including GT11-24, respectively. The solid line is
the best fit, and the error bars are ± 1 standard deviation.
Figure 9: Regressions of ln(k1) estimated by inversion against the natural logarithm
of measured bulk particle concentration at (a) all selected stations, (b) stations west
of GT11-24, and (c) stations east of and including GT11-24. The solid line is the best
fit and error bars are ± 1 standard deviation.
1
Figure A1: k1 obtained from an inversion with bulk particle concentration data vs.
k1 obtained from an inversion without bulk particle concentration data. The error bars
are ± 2 standard deviations. The solid line is the OLS fit, while the dashed line is the
line of perfect agreement.
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In this supplement, we present (i) a figure showing the relationship between KD and particle1
phase data from previous studies (see second paragraph of the Introduction in the main text) and2
(ii) the equivalents of tables 2-5 in the main text with the regression coefficients (a0,b0) added and3
the columns labeled as a0 ,a1, a2, a3, a4.4
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Figure S1: Variations of KD with % CaCO3 (a), % organic carbon (b), % biogenic silica (c),
and % lithogenic material (d).
Table S1: Regression coefficients ± 1 standard error for model I (a0 in yr 1, and all other coefficients in yr 1 m3 mg 1)
a0 a1 a2 a3 a4
all stations (n=63) -0.26±0.35 (0.46) 0.52±0.08 (< 0.01)a 0.05±0.10 (0.65) -44.62±49.11 (0.36) 14.56±18.01 (0.42)
western stations (n=35) 0.14±0.21 (0.89) 0.14±0.07 (0.06) 0.03±0.10 (0.76) 21.24±34.92 (0.54) -1.24±11.82 (0.92)
eastern stations (n=28) 0.52±1.15 (0.65) 0.58±0.15 (< 0.01) -0.31±0.29 (0.29) -3.31±107.94 (0.98) 10.38±36.21 (0.77)
a. Values in parentheses are p-values.
Table S2: Regression coefficients ± 1 standard error for model II (a0 in ln(m3 g 1 yr 1))
a0 a1 a2 a3 a4
all stations (n=63) -0.81±1.56 (0.61) 1.03±0.20 (< 0.01)a 0.35±0.20 (0.08) 0.13±0.31 (0.68) 0.01±0.03 (0.61)
western stations (n=35) 3.55±2.16 (0.11) 0.32±0.27 (0.22) -0.17±0.31 (0.58) 0.92±0.42 (0.03) 0.03±0.03 (0.35)
eastern stations (n=28) -2.15±2.15 (0.32) 1.45±0.29 (< 0.01) -0.46±0.47 (0.32) -0.20±0.41 (0.62) -0.01±0.04 (0.86)
a. Values in parentheses are p-values.
1
Table S3: Regression coefficients ± 1 standard deviation for model I (ATI; a0 is in yr 1, and all other
coefficients are in yr 1 m3 mg 1)
a0 a1 a2 a3 a4
all stations (n=63) -0.62±0.23 0.35±0.07 0.25 ±0.11 -38.5±20.8 103.5±14.4
western stations (n=35) -0.25± 0.22 0.19±0.07 0.17 ±0.16 -27.4±20.1 73.64±14.67
eastern stations (n=28) -0.25 ± 0.9 0.58±0.24 0.30 ±0.58 -182.4±144.2 176.5±62.7
Table S4: Regression coefficients± 1 standard deviation for model II (ATI; a0 in ln(m3 g 1 yr 1))
a0 a1 a2 a3 a4
all stations (n=63) -9.29±2.37 1.81±0.18 0.16 ±0.20 -2.03±0.53 0.46±0.09
western stations (n=35) -1.65±1.80 1.27±0.20 -0.37 ±0.20 -0.40±0.38 0.26±0.06
eastern station (n=28) 6.26±3.05 1.69±0.34 -1.09 ±0.46 1.03±0.54 -0.22±0.06
2
